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and very inconsistent with the violence of A nthnpy's temper.
He promises to return in two days; he goes only to concert
with his friends in the port. While the queen is watching the
vessels in the port, an arrow, to which is attached a note, falls
her feet. The note contains advice of the real purpose of
Anthony, who is gone to make friends with Octavius Casar
and to marry Octavia. The enraged queen will follow her
recreant lover, and snatch him from her rival's grasp; she
will go in the disguise of a slave; she will see this beauty that
has been weighed against hers and borne away the prize!
The scene in which the queen questions Diomedf, who Lad
seen Octavia in Home, as to her rival's looks, is a very poor
imitation of Shakspeare's scene between the queen and the
messenger who announces Anthony's marriage.
The third act opens at Tarentum, where Anthony, already
repentant of his new bonds, accuses Ventidius of having calum-
niated Cleopatra. The slave has not turned out the willing
tool he was intended for. "When questioned by Anthony, he
has denied all, and, accusing Diomede of an attempt to poison
the queen, has ascribed his own apparent death to his having
drained unconsciously the poisoned cup meant for her. He
has been brought back to life to serve the vile purposes of his
treacherous savior, and that is all. The enraged triumvir
prepares to return to his regal love. There is a short scene
with his lawful lady, and one between the brother and sister;
the last, another pale copy of the English poet. There fol-
lows a very short scene between Octavia and the new slave,
in which the latter remains mute. The explanation given to
the Homan mistress is that the girl is of Athens, and speaks
not the language of this land. After a soliloquy of Cleopatra,
in which she recognizes and envies the power of virtue*s
charms in the person of the lawful wife, vowing she too will
win the respect and honor mankind attributes to them j that
she will efface all traces of the past—-a spectre of that past
arises before her affrighted eyes—the poisoned victim of the
first act enters. An explanation follow*; the treacherous
plans of her foes are disclosed, and the queen is assured of the
devotion of one vigilant friend. If he has consented to live,
it was to watch over and render vain every attempt against

